Installation Guide for Aluminum Continuous Gear Hinge Mounting

- FRAME
- tab rests on exterior face of frame.
- note how lip rests against door edge
- note how tab rests on exterior face of door.
- mounting example of continuous gear hinge with mounting edge tab, examples Select SL-11, Hager 780-112, ABH A110, Ives 112, McKinney MCK 12, Pemko _FM_ SLF
- mounting example of continuous gear hinge with wrap around lip, examples Select SL-24, Hager 780-224, ABH A240, Ives 224, McKinney MCK 25, Pemko _FM_

Wrong layout:
- NOTICE: GAP FROM MOUNTING TAB TO EXTERIOR FACE OF DOOR
- IF PREPPEP CORRECTLY, NO GAP, TAB SHOULD BE TIGHT AGAINST DOOR FACE
- TAB SHOULD NEVER PULL AWAY FROM EXTERIOR FACE OF DOOR
- GAP WILL CAUSE BINDING PROBLEMS.